Southern Arizona Koi Association
Organized by those with the interest of raising and improving the quality of Nishiki Koi, and
its culture. Promote better community and international relations for the better understanding of brotherhood among members through a common interest. To improve and
promote the technology and education of Aquaculture

June 2022 Newsletter

PONDERING
Our Next SAKA Meeting:
July 16th at the Chappel Ranch
1090 N Slope Along Way
Cochise Stronghold, AZ
Pot Luck starts at Noon!

We had a very small turnout today with only 7 members that
were participating. Carol was a great host, as usual, and we
had some great discussions about the upcoming Koi Show!
Carol’s pond always looks good, too!

And subsequent gatherings:
The REST of the YEAR is OPEN for any
Hosts to volunteer!! Please let me know!
We need hosts for August and September!

The largest Koi in the pond had just knocked over the potted
plant you see in the middle of the picture.

SAKA will reimburse a host up to $50.00
for beverages and snacks served while
holding a meeting.

So, the primary subject of discussion was the koi show coming
up in November.
We have approvals from the Oro Valley Marketplace property
manager’s to setup our show for our usual layout. We also
have a Judge who has committed to join us by the name of
Gerald Ellison from AKJA.
Bret Noe is our Koi Show Chairman and has been doing the
lion’s share of the work to prepare for this event. We talked
about the trophies we will be using this year. Our original artist
from back in 2019 has relocated to Ohio, unfortunately. So,
Bret is pursuing new ideas for the trophies.
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We need a much better estimate of who will be bringing Koi to
the show to be judged, and who will be bringing Koi for auction.
Please send an email to Bret (bretnoe2012@gmail.com) and
give us an estimate of what your plans are. This is important
for our planning for the show.
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Bret will be canvassing some of our past vendors and others
that have come to previous shows.
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Bret has already reserved a block of rooms at the Holiday Inn
Express for those coming from out of town.

He has also received a commitment from Vaqueros Feed for a

booth. He has been canvassing other vendors, as well. More on
that at our next meeting at the Pot Luck event at the Chapel
Ranch next month.
We need to inventory our chemicals, plastic bags and rubber
bands. We will address that at our next meeting. The trailers are
being stored at the Chapel Ranch. We have been able to get donations of chemicals in the past. So, Bret is looking into that, as
well.
We all feel that we will need some ‘young muscle’ to help us with
the setup and tear down. Bret is going to pursue some volunteers
from local groups of Boy Scouts or High School organizations that
do that type of thing.
We also have a commitment from Michelle M, Noel S, Martha &
Dan to help at the show. We will have a raffle, also, as we have in
the past. I will send out donation requests in August, as we have
done in the past.

Bret is also going to submit a club membership for $100 to Koi
International. This will put us on their calendar and on the mailing
list. Koi International offers Koi Certification
training anyone that is interested. Heather, Bret, and Michelle
went through that program prior to the pandemic and have indicated that the program is quite effective.
For Koi Show security Bret will contact Kevin, the person we have
used in previous shows. We will also need to reserve a PortaPotty.
Another interesting item that came up was some comments from
Bret about some of the things that Shaquille O’Neal has been doing. He apparently has installed a koi pond and Bret is going to
find out if we can get a possible appearance from Shaq for our Koi
Show! Wouldn’t that be awesome?
We need to get a commitment for the “Meet the Judges”
dinner on Friday night, as well as make the final decision on where
we do the Awards Banquet.
So, Bret has accomplished a lot, but there is still much to do!
Please let Bret know if you are going to show Koi and/or auction
Koi. This will be a big help in our planning.
I have also been trying to reach our Phoenix Club president to get
a commitment for borrowing the club’s tanks. So far, there has
been no response.

Advertise here— 1) join our
club with a Commercial membership or 2) offer 10% discount to our members or 3)
be a vendor at the show

Financial report:
We have $8779.12 in our checking account and $5263.32 in our
Savings account. That’s a total of $14,042.32. I am still looking for
more membership dues from many of you. It is still only $30/year
for the whole family! Please make that donation on our website
at sakoia.org using your credit or debit card, or by making out a
check to SAKA and sending it to me at 14235 E Placita Rancho Loma Alta, Vail, AZ 85641. Thank you!!
Bret has setup an additional website devoted totally to the Koi
Show. You can link to that website through sakoia.org.

CTK Quality Pond Products
Brian Connelly
602-214-5135

I think that covers most of what was included in our meeting. If
you have any questions, comments, or criticisms, please do not
hesitate to contact me at saka_todd@cox.net or through the website at sakoia.org.
Laurel Nason sent a document about breeding Koi that you might
be interested in reading. Laurel has been running this business for
several years. You will certainly see her at the Koi Show, selling
and showing Koi.

Koi Parent Selection. When choosing parent koi, females are typically plump when carrying eggs. Males
are more torpedo shaped. Males also have secondary
characteristics. They tend to have nodules on their
cheeks. If you net the fish and the cheeks feel a little
rough to the touch, chances are it’s a male.
Koi Breeding Pairs. Here is a short list of pairings that
developed the new varieties over time:
Asagi x aka Bekko = Goshiki (1918)
Asagi x aka Sanke = Goshiki (1918)

Ki Bekko x Magoi = Ki Utsuri (1921)
Ki Utsuri x Kohaku = Showa (1927)
Golden Ogon x Kigoi = Yamabuki Ogon (1957)
Shusui (female) x Yamabuki Ogon (male) = Midorigoi (1963)
Yagozen Kohaku x Showa = Kobayashi Showa (1964)
Sanke x Ogon = Yamato-Nishiki (1965)
Kumonyru x doitsu kokaku = beni kumonyru (1980)
Yamato-nishiki x doitsu Platinum = heisei nishiki (1990)
Spawning material. In nature, fish spawn in the shallow waters near grasses and water plants. For ponds without
plants, spawning brushes can be purchased and secured to the edges of the pond. The spawning mops can be purchased on Amazon. Handmade mops can be made of yarn or other fish-safe materials. Do not use any materials that
could injure your koi. Koi will start to appear interested in swimming near the spawning brushes a few days before
spawning occurs.
Koi privacy. A koi breeder only needs two males and a female for optimal spawning. When it’s time for the female
to spawn, the male koi will rub, nudge or even bash her belly to help expel the eggs. The privacy is not only to
maximize spawning, it’s also to preserve your excellent brood stock for several more breeding seasons.
Spawning is an exhausting, stressful experience for the female. Coping with two males as well as the other koi in
the spawning fray will weaken Mama Koi. After laying her eggs, the female will usually be breathing heavily and
hanging her head down.
To make sure that koi remain undisturbed, keep a dedicated spawning tank. You could either use a separate tank or
put a net inside the pond. Either way, the tank must be maintained at 73 ºF (23ºC) since any change in water temperatures or conditions can deter spawning.
The parent koi will eat the eggs as soon as the frenzy is over so it’s important to remove the eggs as soon as possible. Mosquito fish will also consume eggs.
Remember to do water changes after spawning to keep your parental broodstock in optimum water conditions. The
water will turn a milky color and “froth” will appear during spawning. Do not try and keep all the eggs. Too many
eggs will cost you the entire batch. If doing a spawn in your pond, do roughly a 10-15% water change. Not all females will be ready at the same time. It’s not uncommon for spawns to occur in the same pond over a 3 to 5 day
period.
Life after hatching. After spawning, transfer the eggs to an incubation tank. Ideally, it should have about 100 gallons of water and made of non-toxic materials. Treat the waters with malachite green, a chemical antiseptic, to protect the eggs from fungal or bacterial infections.
Eggs hatch at 68-78 ºF (20-21 ºC). Keep the temperature in your tanks constant as extreme temperatures will affect
incubation time. Low temperatures will slow down incubation and higher ones can quicken it, leading to deformities in the fry. Eggs which appear yellowish are fertilized. White eggs are infertile.
The eggs usually develop for 2-4 days. Once hatched, the koi fry will instinctively go hiding. Cover the tank with a
net to protect them from predators.
Feeding baby koi. The newly-hatched fry don’t have any swim bladder, mouth or any openings so the water must
be well-aerated. They breathe by absorbing oxygen through the blood capillaries in their yolk sac; poor oxygen levels can slaughter your fry en masse.
The yolk sac will be the fry’s primary food source for 2-3 days, or until it has been fed out. They can be given food
once the fry start coming to the surface for air or when they’re already swimming freely mid-pond. Fry will typically be solid in color – black, white or yellowish.
About the third day, you can already feed the fry with food. They still don’t have any taste buds so they’ll look for

food by sight. The ideal first day food is the yolk of a hard-boiled egg; though it lacks nutritional value, it increases
fry size. The fry can also feed on brine shrimp or other planktons.

In another week, they should be ready for a mash diet or small pellets. Other options are flake food, or live food
such as daphnia. Be careful not to overfeed.
Culling. Maintain the heat in the incubation tank at 68-78 ºF (20-21 ºC) to encourage growth.
Note, though, that koi lose their characteristic colors with too much heat.
Once they are an inch or two in size, you would have to watch out for cannibalism. Migrate the larger ones to another holding tank to prevent the larger fry from feeding on the smaller ones.
In 4-6 weeks, the growing koi should be ready for culling. Culling will eliminate the mono-colored, poorer quality
koi’s and thereby keep the integrity of your brood stock.
The % of high quality koi is very low, and a lot of the offspring from hybrids will look nothing like the parents, but
that’s how we get new varieties.
Enjoy!

